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Abstract 

It has been recognized 出叫 the position e四1-

uation of 也e g釘ne of Go is 加国.port;組主
t加盟， though it is very di血cult. The auｭ
thors have proposed a method that evaluat回
o.p白血g p回itio国 by utilizi旦g the p佃sible

o凶路io.n number (PON) 釦d has sho.wn its 
e島ctiven伺s. However, they have 叫釦 shown
出品出問国sts problems 出e me出o.d c加
not so.lve. One of the re剖o.ns is that the 
m成hodconsiders only the neighbo由19pom旬
of groups. In order 色0. solve the pro.blem, a 
large framewo.rk of terriもo.ry (moyo) should 
be d朗lt with. This pa.per .pr伺阻.ts a c∞
cept named “enclosed eq凶v叫.ent size" , which 
is 也e equivalent size refiecting moyo, and a 
m偶ns o.f 回timatio.n of the value. 
Keywords: computer Go, fuseki , moyo, 

伺泊叫阻t 由e

1 Introduction 

In nowadays，也e interesも in co.mputer g紅nes
包 being 旬釦s!ered from chess 色0. Sho.gi 釦d
go. Co.ntr首yto也ec幽eof chess, where brute 
forcese町'chisam槌inglyeffe凶ive， i七 h描 b鵠n
r町0騨sed tha七 more intelligent methods 紅e
a田essary for the games of shogi 血d go. Esｭ
pecially the game o.f go is regarded 制也e

m佃t challenging theme after ch倒s beca凶e
of the 阻ormo.国 size o.f 出，e 5曲.rch space o.f 
the game tr偲 and ぬ.e dift�ulty in the evalｭ
uati∞ of positions whicb have a Jot of comｭ
pllω品y 組，d v町ieties in spi胞 of 也，e fact 出品

也，e gameus倒 only a single kind of piece, the 

sもone.

Methods to ma.ke po.si色io.n evalu叫io.n h剖
noも been 叫出zed effectively in playing prか
grams yet. 1七 is getting reco.gnised, ho.wever, 
也前 po.sitio.n evaluatio.n in 也e game o.f go. 
is 釦 impo.rもant ぬeme，色ho.ugh it is di血c叫t
(e.g. [1][2]). We have propo.sed a me出o.d
也前 evaluat倒o.pening .po.sitions by utilizing 
the possible o.mission number (PON)[3]・ and
has sho.wni旬 effectiv，阻ess. However, wehave 
a1so sho.wn th叫色here 町e so.me problems the 
method cannot solve[4]. One o.f 出e reasons 
is 出前七he me出od is based on the 踊sump
tion 也前出e closer a po.int is to. a sto.ne 七he
stronger出einfluence of七hesto.ne.On出e 剖
sumption，ぬ，e method coun旬 only the neighｭ
bouring po.ints (剖 far 剖也前組ce 4) o.f 也e
sむo.ne. Therefore, the metho.d is comparaｭ
tively suitable for me槌uring ぬe “S七reng油 of
sもo.nesぺ b凶比 is not 5U毘ci釦t 掴 a me組S
to me踊ure the 0色her element of evalu前ion，

“size of 町ea." Especially in 出e measurement 
of moyo, which is 佃町ea incomple七e 錨 a
territory，色here 町e a 10色 ofproblems. 

We have been cha11enging ぬe problems 
by using 出，e concepts of “family" 組d
“region" [5]. In 由民 paper， we prese叫 a
me組S to. estima'七e “equivalent size" o.f a varｭ
C組t point in a region co.nsidering the whole 
gObo.町d 剖 a refined me姐s of the approach. 
We review the at8umi (or thickness), which 
is a fundam，阻むal elem阻t of po.sition evaluaｭ
tion, in Section 2，組d the “bo.町d partitio.n 
byequidist卸ce Jine" in Sectio.n 3. Th田 we

present cutoJJ number and enclosed equivalent 
size, which is ca1cul叫ed 金0皿山e cu色o.ffnum-
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ber 1 in Section 4. We discuss the properties 
of endos吋 equivalent size in 5 alld cOllclude 
this paper in 6. 

2 Atsumi by group 

In七h泊 paper1 we utilize the posi七ion shown 
泊 Fig.1 a.~加 example. This is 出e 34th pcト
sition of the second game of Challenger Deciｭ
sion Match of Kiseisen in 1989 (Black: Chou 
Chikun 9 Dan, Whi旬:τ'akemiya M剖aki9
Dan, Result: whi色e won by regignation afｭ
ter 168 moves.)[6]. It 抱佃 example where 
Bl以~'s strategy and White's strategy conｭ
tr田ts str泳血gly， i.e. while Black established 
territories on corners 剖d an edge, White 
made a large moyo in the center of出e bo.町d.
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Figure 1: Example of a position 

Fig.2 shows t国 αtS1tmi which our playぬg
可抗em 田med Shikou Sakugo gives1. The 
values me組 the equivalent size, which are 
obtained by normilising 出e potential values 
i司 that show the influence of the ston倒加
their surrounding v脱却.t points. As a matｭ
旬r of convenience, the valu田町e shown 掴

lThough at8umi 泊 usually the term which 島
知鶴蜘 adv卸tage加S 鉱山町 form (e.g. influ佃ω，
wall, etc.) in a battle for 昭istenωof st佃叫明 l抗
生:he term mea.n the degrωof ∞ntrol of a group to its 
surrounding vac阻t points in this paper. The degree 
is 1.0 抑，int if a. point isα)mpl糊ly ∞ntrωled.

Figure 2: Atsumi by groups 

are multiplied by 10 and 紅e written in Roｭ
man font and Italic font for Black and White, 
respectively. We let 出e poin七s with atsumi 
of 1.0 terri七ory 姐d show 色hose of Black and 

those ofWhi七eby “・" and “ロヘ respectively. 
On a vacant point withou色 a value, Black and 
White share the control equally. A point with 
抗sumi over or equal 七00.8 (shown 出 8) c釦
be regarded as a point which can preven色 the
opponent from invading. We call such a point 
cutoJJ point. 

The atsumi shown here is based on the disｭ
tance from groups, and the equivalent size is 
assigned to only 七he dame (or liberty) points 
部 far 出もhe 4th da皿e points (also to some exｭ
ceptional 5th dame points). This is based on 
the heuristics that the degree of dame points 
which a group is likely to make its terri七ory
is substantia1ly up to 4. There is, however, 
the problem 出品 the possibility that a large 
moyo will form a terri七ory is neglected, since 
もhe atsumi based on the closeness canno七位・
press the f，配色 that it is not until stones of出e
same colour encloses necessary vaca国 points
七hat a terriもory is completed. In other words, 
since the element of enclosing is 皿ore i皿por
tant 出an that of dist凱ce for making terri・
七ory， it is nec田S町Y to express the degree of 
enclosing by some number which c釦 be c乱1・
culated easily. 
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3 Board partition by 4 Cutoff number and 
equidistance line 

In order to solve the problem of 位pressing
the degree of enc1osing, we have defined 担d
ut出zed 1噌ion for皿.ed by the board partition 
byeq叫品抗祖国 line where the dis色ance 仕0皿
Black 函 equal 七o th前 from White[5]. Fig.3 
ぬows 制限釦lple where the board is partiｭ
tioned i国o 出r朗 black regions and one white 
region. B副lack reg爵~o凶加d white r問eg匝i。∞n8 紅e

s油hown by 8mall “."組d
組.d ap卯阿oin'叫色 on a eqt凶1β必雌i姐凶.dis錦色阻c開e line is shown 
by “帥*"
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Figure 3: 恥匝ODS formed by board partition 
by equidista.nce line 

The follσwingc釦 be observed 金om 色his
低阻ple. The re静岡 rou酔1y 8h何出.e arｭ
e制 each colour co叫rols ， i.e. we can s鴎 that
Blackcon:も，rolsthe upp町 leCt comぽ，也.elow釘

皿iddle ed伊，組d 色he whole of the right ed酔
釦d White controls the lower left corner 釦d
也.e c阻tral part of出e bo町d. E8pecially，ぬe
points H8, H9, J8, J9，組d J11 , which s僧m
to belong 色o neither colour in Fig.2，伺n be 
clearly id聞もified 泊 the regi∞ of Whi加.

From 也e m剖hod， h仰'ever， we c組noむ
kωIW how likely 伺.ch vac飽t point of a region 
w盟国 territ町y. In町d釘 to utilize 周囲on ef.・
fectively, more qu組組組主ive 血曲.ns should be 
developed. 

equivalent size 

We wish 七o estimate in 胞rms of equivalent 
size which colour and how a vacant po凶 h

a region belongs to・ We call the equival阻t
size enclosed e抑valent size. We estimate the 
size, which is not b槌edon 出.e disも血ce 企om
groups, by obt必ning 也e enc10sed 句uivalent
sﾏZﾐ as the 吋he degree of enc1osing" . 
We utilize a concept n卸led cutoJJ 制mber

to calculate enc1伺edeq叫.valent BﾍZe. In也e
follo討ng， wew世1 expand the concep七 of “cu七・
off point" explained in 2, def�e cu七offnumber
under 也e concep色，組d propose a 回lc叫ation
method of enc10sed equivalent size b剖ed on 
cutoff number. 

4.1 Cutoff object 

Firs七lぁ weexpand the concept of cutoff poi凶，
which is a poirr色出前 C組 prevent 出.e OppCト

郎副会om invading. We n前田也.e eJ中担ded
concept cutoJJ object. It inc1ude 8tones, cutｭ
o置 points of connecting line8，旬rri色ories，阻d

two kinds of new obj配色町 n・'perpendicular
(n ~ 4)，組d same colo町 span wi出 le88
出組 or equa1 to 5・sp邸e. “n-perpendicular"

is perpendicu1ar from a stone on 七he n・色h
lineto 出e 吋ge. “Same ∞，lour 8p組" is 也e
sp姐 be何回n two n-pぽP阻.dicu1ars (n 三 4)
of也e8釦1e colour. A8 described in 2, c凶 off
points of connecting lin田 and 色erri色ori田 can

be recognised 踊 V低組.t po凶8 whose atsumi 
is greater むhan or equal to 0.8. 
We 四n n-perpendic叫町 n-Ieg hereafter. 

Legs under 批h line c組 be included 恒即時
cu七off objects from 出e viewpoi凶 of enc10仔
ing, since it h描出.e effect of cu拘置And
when two n-le伊 (n 三 4) of the same colour 
face each other on the s儲ne edge, we regard 
the same colour sp担割旬 be acu色offobject 
if the interval is le田 than or eq叫色05・spaω

(i.e. The di抗組問お no色 m町e 出阻 6.).
Fig.4 shows the new cutoff objects, n-legs 

(n 壬 4) 釦d same ∞，lour sp阻s of less th組
or equa1 to 5・space. The le伊 of Black 組d

Whi旬紅e denoted by “#"組d “@"， r田pec
tively，組d 出esame colour sp組sofBlack姐d
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White 町e deno色ed by “&"組d “!!"， respecｭ
tively. Cuto:ff obj配ts of same colour sp担 are
shown on the po:泊悩 on 出e 1st line. 
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Figure 4: 0出er cuもoffobjects 

4.2 Cutoff number 

ト

1-

We in位oduce a new concep色 na皿ed cutoff 
number in order to 白色im抗e 出e degree of enｭ
closing vacant points. 

【Defini色ion】 cutoffnumber 
Black匂 cutoff number on a target vacan:色

point is defined 錨 follows. Leも a cursor st紅色
from 也e targe'色 poin七組d move along vac加も
poi叫S On ea.ch straight line in 出e 卲ur direcｭ
伽ns (up, down, r福:ht ， left) , and ∞unt the 
number of directio国 to which 出e cursor c組
問蹴h black cutoff object. When the cursor 
reaches white cutoff obj配ton the way, it fai1s. 
White匂 cutoff number is defined in the 

same manner. 

We ob凶in 出.e cuto宜 numbers for vac釦t

points which are not cu加古 objects. Since 也e

numberof也.edirections isfour, both (Black's 
拠dWhi砲、) cu色offnumbers 回.nnot have 叫・
ues other 出血 0， 1 ， 2， 3，組d 4，阻d 也e su血

of both cutoff numbers does not exceed 4 eiｭ
出町. The cu拘置number of a coJour C me却S
how 色ightly 也.e poin色 is enclo唖edbyCin 也e

m創立O町opic view On 也e whole bo町d. We 

C加 obtain useful information 舗 to how avaｭ
C釦t point is 1ikely 色o be 旬ηitory wh阻 we

observe the pair of cuto:宜 numbers， the numｭ
ber of Black 阻d that of Whi胞.

Figure 5: Pairs of cu拘置 numbers on vac担t
points 

Fig.5 shows 出e pairs of cu色off numbers. 
The le氏 side (in Rom加 font) and the right 
side (in It凶ic font) show出ecuto宜numbersof
Black and White, respectively. For instance, 
we do not obtain cu七offnumbers of出.epoi凶S
A1, 06, B lO, and All, since they 町e Black's 
territory, a Black's cu拘置 poi凶， White's leg, 
and whi旬、 same同colour sp組， respectively. 
And, for instance, the pair of cutoff numbers 
ofthe poin七 M6is 22, since the cursor reaches 
the whi旬 cutoff po包色 M4， whi色e cutoff point 
M10, black cu拘置 poin色 06， and black cutoff 
point Q6 in the directions up, down, left，組d
right, r倒pectively.

4.3 Enc10sed equiva1ent size 

We 色ry to calculate the equivalent size of a 
vac血色 poin七 from 七回 pair of cutoff numbers 
by some appropria胞 formulae.
Let the cu拘置 numbers of Black and White 

be b 加dω， r田:pectively. The difference 

d=b- ω 

is a useful value. Fig.6 shows d of each point. 
We omit 出e number when d = 0，組d show 
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Figure 6: Difference of cutoff numbers 

もhe absoluもe v�.lue in Italic font when d く 0，
i.e. a number in Roman font shows that 也e

con位。1 of Black is greater than that of White, 
担d vice versa. Let the equivalent size of 
Black and that of White be B and W , reｭ
spectively. When we estimate them 制 fol

lows, their values range naturally (between 
0.1 組d 0.9). 

B = (d+5)/1O 

W=l ー (d+ 5)/10 

Contrary to the c出e of atsumi which is 
based on distance, the fact 七ha七 the equivｭ
alent size isα(0.5 三 a 壬 1) me釘18 that 出e
colour with stronger control to the point gets 
the teロitoηof the size of a and the other 
colour has 出e remaining size. Therefore, the 
vdlue of D defined below can be regarded 剖
the relative equivalent size from Black's viewｭ
point. 

D = B -W = 2d/10 
Hereafter, we use this value D 出Black's

enclosed equivalent size and use -D 酪
White's enclosed equivalent size. 
Since -4 ~ d 壬 4， D is -0.8 壬 D 三 0.8.

Fig.7 shows D on 回chpoint (shown 掴 is mulｭ
tjplied by 10). The 国age of the fonts is the 
same 描 in Fig.6. In Fig.7, v乱lues which are 
consL<stent with the size are also assigned to 

Figure 7: Enc10sed equivalent size 

the points where equivalent size is not calｭ
culated. We let 出.e equiva1ent size of cutoff 
obje伽 other 出血 territory be 0.8 (shown 剖
is multiplied by 10). The equivalent size of 
each point in territory is 1, of course. 
Let D of each vacant poi則的 = 1,2,.., n) 

be D i , then positins could be evaluated by 
出e formula below. 

s= 乞 Di

In our 位制nple ，

s = -35.4 

It shows that White has the advantage over 
Black by approximately 35 points. The value 
is too advantageous for White. 1七 should be 
noted that the evaluation is based on only 
the enclosed equiva1ent size. To be fair to 
both colours, other algori出ms of calculation 
is more suitable, e.g. one where the enc10sed 
equivalent size on a point is not summed up 
if the point h剖 some atsumi. If we adoμthe 
algorithm and get the summa七ion (Le it be 
S' .), a reasonable value below is obtained. 

S' =-4 

As in 出.is example, we can evaluate moyo 
by the calcul叫ion which is ba.<sed on 出epぬr
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of cutoff numbers. We have confirmed 仕om
舘V町al examples that the evaluation of moyo 
is possible in the 勘錦 appro:羽mation.

However, it is quite insufficient for pracｭ
tical use, since the calcul抗ion me出od evalｭ
U品館 posiむio凶 only by 出e enclosed equivaｭ
lent size. In ord釘もo show the insufficiency, 
it is enough もoindicate one thing 也at iも do伺
not con:rlde.r the str阻酢hof groups. Accur前e
judgement of situa七ions .c釦 be expected by 
considering the stren僻h of enclosing groups 
加d by a.ppropria.te1y combining 七he e1釘n伺七
o{ enclosing wiもh 出，e elem叩も of a;もsumiwhich 
is based on dist姐ce.

5 Discussions 

5.1 Effect of enclosed equivalent 
slze 

WhenFig.7 泊 compared wi也 Fig.2，出eeffi配色
of enclosed equivale凶 size 部出.e index of出e

宮ize of moyo is a.pparent. 批 C加 show 色he adｭ
vantage of White on the points in the center 
of 出e bo世d， e.g. H9, J9, and J11. And also, 
出.eequivale凶 sizes 紅egre叫lyimproved even 
∞the points which 叫釦 haveWhi七e's atsumi, 
e.g. GlO--Kl0, i.e. enclosed equivalent size 
conforms 色o reality more th加 atsumi.

By introducing enclosed equivalent size, 
the first ap抑制m剖ion of estimation for 
moyo, which is nec回sary in 出e opening, beｭ
∞mes possible. 

5.2 Property of enclosing 

Aregionco凶ists of a “familyぺ whichis a colｭ
lection of stones of もhe 臨ne colour belonging 
ω 也.e region [5]，加d a set of v齢制 po凶s
which 町e controlled by 七he f釦lily. It is 描
sumed 七ha七 the closer a point is to the f;訟n

ily the s七ronger the control is. However，色he

possibility of point A of becoming territory 
may be di百'erent from 出at of poi凶 B even if 
their dist組ces 金0血 the family 紅e 也.e same. 
An intuitive explaz国ion is th前 an area like 
a gulf is Ukely もo be∞me territory 出卸卸
area like the open s岨，i.e. it is noも m組組
enclosure is completed that a terri七oryiscom・

ple色ed. Therefore, it is a natural idea 色omea
剖.re the possib出ty of becoming tぽritory by 
七he degree of completion of enclosure. The 
effect of enc10sing is ch町acterised by 也e fact 
七hat it c加 hardly be seen in 出.e begi.Iming 
of the enclosing proc回s but i主 app倒rs ra也er

sudden1y in the final s色age.

As for enclosing，色here are もwo problems. 
One is 出e pro¥>lem of algorithm which 伺L
cul前es the degree of encl倒ing. While it is 
伺sy 七o recognise a comple旬 enclosure， it is 
not until several preconditions 町e 血ade 出at
a method to me舗urethe degree of担 incom
plete enclosure c組 be designed, since various 
ideas migh色 be possible depending on wh叫
strategy is adop胞d. And 也.e probl叩1 also 
involves supressing 也.e amount of computaｭ
tion while keeping nec田S町y precision. 

The other one is 出e problem of broad or 
defective enclosure. An area阻closedby such 
担 enc10sure c阻not be regarded 舗 comI由同
七erritory， since the opponent may be possiｭ
ble to live in the enclosure eVi回百七he enc10仔
ing h制 been 白lÏShed. Comple同胞rri七ories
need enough atsumi which c組個体ure and 
kill any opponent's stones unreasonably inｭ
truding. Enclosure is ju針。neof the principal 
elements to form 也rr北ory.

The way 出is paper prop伺ed neglects 出e
diagon叫 directio国. Th釘efore，出econn倒ed
町ea with the same enclosed equivalent size 
forms a rect担gle in principle. We can 随e

.such rectangles in Fig.7, e.g. one ゐrmed by 
FlCトH10-Hl3-F13 etc.. The re制on we 1凶
iもed 出e number of the dir即位。田 is based on 
出e heuristics th叫 the moving speed of conｭ
necting stones in 色he diagonal directions is 
slower 出an 出叫恒也e vertical or the horiｭ
zontal directions, i.e. the opponl白山 stones
intruding into a moyo are likely cap加red 正
也.eyes回.pe in a diagonal direction. Howｭ
ever，主he heuris色ics is not always 色rue. The 
enclosed equivalent size propos凶泊 this paｭ
per should be ∞国id釘ed 部 j国色 a st血血.rd.
Theme出 of 出eme'也od co凶ists in i旬 sim.
plicity, no色恒也，e accur蹴:y.

Fig.8 shows the pairs of cu七oH numbぽS
of 出.e preceding position of Fig.l，組.d Fig.9 
shows 色he differences. 
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Figl.lre 8: Pair of cutoff numbers on the pre・ Figure 9: Difference of cutoff numbers on 七he
ceding position preceding position 

We can observe the following when we comｭ
pare Fig.5 and Fig.6 with Fig.8 alld Fig.9. 
It � natural that the left area became still 
more controlled by Whi同. And the values 
in the centra1 area of the board unanimously 
changed still more to White's advantage, i.e. 
e配h equivalent size of the 町ea enc10sed by 
E9・El4-M12・M9 changed to White by apｭ
proximately 0.2. It c阻 be considered that 
especially 出e great increase of the ar伺 with

d 三一3 well shows the complet�n of moyo. 

5.3 Relation with region 

Here we exa血血e the relation betwen the enｭ
c10sed equivalent size and the region based Oll 
the equidistant lines. The regions does not 
necessarily agree with もhe are泊 indicated by 
the enc10sed eq凶valent size, since the cuto宜
number h錨 nothing to do with the dist姐ce.
For instance, while the f�e points, FI-F5, 
紅e in a black region (See ill Fig.3.), their 
enc10sed equivalent number for Black is ・0.2
(See in Fig.7ふ Therefore ， it is necess町 to
ex剖lÌlle how to dea1 with the region when 
泊consistent enc10sed equivalent size自釘e otト
tained. 
The following two variations can be conｭ

sidered. Whether they 紅e adopted or not 
depends on c剖es.

• When 七he controlling colour determined 
by region differs from that determined 
by enc10sed equivalent size, the former is 
adopted. 

• The distance to cutoff objects is con・

sidered when 出e cutoff directions are 
counted so 出 toreduce or limit the effect 
of distant cu七off objects. 

6 Conclusion and Future 
Work 

We proposed 也e concept “enc10sed equivaｭ
lent size" as a meanS to estimate the effect of 
moyo in the opening positions 釦d proposed 
a practical method of calculation. 、1Veshowed

the effecti veness and some characteristics of 
the concept. We have not succeeded in accuｭ
rate position evaluation by the concep色 yet.

Future works include 出e following. 

1.“Region" 臼d “白c10aed equivalen七回ze"

As described in 5.3, some method to use 
the two di官erent concepts appropriately 
lS necessary. 

2. Designing a unif�d evaluation function 

We are studying how we c姐 combine
the enclosed equivalent size with our 
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evaluation method based on PON[4]. 
Some pre1iminary experim阻ts showed 
that simple functions like simple line紅
summ剖ion are no色 U部品1. Since 剖su血i

組d moyo are essentialy different evaluｭ
ation elem阻凧 deep 位白血ation seems 
to be needed in ord釘 to combine th儲e
two e1em阻悩.

3. Refinement of enc10sed equivalent size 

As described in 5.2, we neglected 色heen
closing 合'om diagonal direc七ions to obｭ
色ain 阻clo田d equivalen色 size. The intro・
duction of cutoff objects in 也，e dia司gonal
directions migh主 be needed in order 七o

formmorefi偲ibleshape of enclosure釦d
倒tim抗e more accurate equiva1ent size. 

We calcula同d the enclosed equivalen官
邸e by the linear summation of もhe difｭ
fぽ阻，ces of 出，e cu加l:ff numb町s. More 
sofìsも，icated function, however, should be 
d偲igned experimentally because of the 
non1ine紅且，ty of 也e 阻closing effi附. It 
migh色 benec田S紅Yto consider the size or 
也e shape of 出，e s剖 ofconnecting points 
over a certain level of equiva1ent size. 

4. Applica駒

Enclosed equivale凶 size giv1回出e esti-

IKAT , Universi旬i色 Ma剖trich色， Maasｭ
tricht, The Nether1ands, ISBN 90・6216-
5664, 2001. 

[伊問3司] Ta，吋，ji凶maM. 組dS阻ec，出hi泊也.N民..Es抗凶七“i加立ma叫色in
色白he possible omission number for gro∞up伊目
in Go by the number of n作.七出h d 鉱ne鳥, 
F‘irs鈍色 In鴎陶色胞erna叫七io∞n悶l均al Conference on Comｭ
pu叫七胞eぽr 担d Games '9飽8， in Lecture Notes 
in Computer Science, 1558, H.J. van 
den Herik 加d Iida H. (eds) , 265・281 ，
Springer, 1998. 

[凶4] IτTa明ra阿'a凶a吋，jima
prov刊emen'叫t of 色也he method on the str悶a叫，tE令ト
gic placing of stones based 0∞n 七也he po凶s
s説ible omission number, IPSJ SlG Notes, 
2000， 98 ， 85・94， 2000.

[5] Tajima M. and Sanechika N.. Fami1ies 
and Regions in Go, IPSJ SIG Notes, 
2003, 36, 55-61, 2003. (in Jap組曲e)

[6] Takemiya M.. Uchuu・ryuu K四saku-sen
3, Nihon Kiin, 1990. (in Japanese) 

[司 S姐echika N. e七叫.. The specifications 
of “Go Generation" , Proceedings 01 the 
Game Playing System Workshop, 73個
155, Tokyo, 1991. 

maもion of moyo at a poi凶泊悦me. How- A 

ever, it is more important to know how ... 晶

well the moyo will be arranged finally 

Glossary 
(English ・ Japanese)

組dhowm組.y mαV宙 areneeded to comｭ
ple同七he moyo in order 士.0 know the 
strategic value of moyo. The enc10sed 
equivalent size c加 beu主jJjzed 剖出eaux

i1ia.ry p紅am錦町七o accomplish 出is purｭ
pωe. 
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The new terms introduced in 色his paper 町e
剖 follows:

equivale叫 size -等価回数
enclosed equivalen色 size -囲み等価回数
equidistant line -等距離線
family -族
region'- 領域
cutoff point -遮断点
cuto百 number ・遮断数
cu色off object ・遮断対象
n-Perpendiculár, n-leg -n 線足
same color sp阻・同色対時(区間)
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